
                                                                       

 

 

 

“Through our team of teachers in Cambridge and our official Certificate 

you will achieve your professional objectives” 

English for Logistics is an ideal short course for those who work in the 

logistics industry, and who need English to communicate when transporting, 

shipping, and storing goods.    

Course: B1,B2  40/80/120-hours       

A tailored teacher is assigned to the logistics course which covers the 

key features below: 

 Engaging topics, motivating role-plays, and a variety of exercises provide a framework 

for each specialist subject 

 Tip boxes in each unit include key language points, useful phrases, and strategies 

 STARTER section at the beginning of each unit has warm-up and awareness-raising 

activities 

 OUTPUT sections at the end of each unit encourage discussion and reflection 

 Answers, transcripts, and a glossary of useful phrases at the back of each book 

Logistics & Forwarding 

Communication skills in English for Logistics & Forwarding (Level B2/C1) 
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Contents: 

 

Introduction to logistics:  

Setting the scene, jobs in logistics, regular activities.  

 

Logistics services:  

Product ranges, value-added services.  

 

Inventory management and procurement:  

Continuous replenishment, job advertisements  

 

Modes of transport:  

Transport and handling equipment, container types.  

 

Planning and arranging transport:  

Transport options, measurements, quotations.  

 

Shipping goods:  

Markings, loading, shipping instructions  

 

Warehousing and storage:  

Handling equipment, warehouse areas.  

 

Documentation and finance:  

Documents in foreign trade, import instructions, payment methods. 

 

Why study at EGC English for Logistics & Forwarding? 

 Technically based content 

 Highly favourable student-to-teacher ratio 

 Small classes, excellent opportunities for classroom interaction 

 International students & professors, instruction in English 

 Emphasis on the real world and practical applications 

 

EGC: - offers IELTS tests at 14 locations across the country. Tests take place around 3 times per month. 

Registrations take place in person, by post or online. Processing takes place at one of the British Council offices 

in Barcelona, Bibao or Madrid. 


